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SUMMARY

l
l __
l This report describes a program of geological mapping,

magnetometer surveying, and assay sampling, carried out on six unpatented

  claims in Hastings County of Ontario in May and June of 1969. Geological 
and magnetometer maps accompany this report.

l
Two grids were cut for a total of nine miles of line including 

base and tie lines. Twelve outcrops were blasted and samples of about 
twenty pounds were taken for assaying from each pit. A transit survey tied 
the base lines into the township and lot boundaries.

CONCLUSIONS

The magnetometer survey complimented the geological work 
confirming a previously outlined magnetic lens with some modification, and 
suggesting a lower grade extention of this lens. Two possible lower grade 
lenses were indicated to the east and northeast of the main lens in the southern 
claim group.

INTRODUCTION

A field program of geological mapping, magnetometer surveying 
and blasting for assay samples was carried out on six unpatented claims 
which adjoin six patented claims, all of which are held by Tanda Limited. The 
patented lands consist of three adjacent lots in the same concession. Two of 
the unpatented claims adjoin the north end of the centre lot, and four adjoin 
the south ends of the centre and east lots. They are located in Hastings County 
of the Haliburton Bancroft area of Ontario.

The field work was carried out and supervised by Watts, 
Griffis and McOuat Limited of Toronto.

The full time crew consisted of a geological engineer and a 
student geologist. Part time help for line cutting was hired locally. The 
work w'as performed in May and June of 1969.

-l-
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The purpose of the mapping and magnetometer work was
to check and improve on previous surveys. The sampling had two objectives. 
Some samples were taken to assay the southern magnetic lens. Other samples 
of the magnetic hanging wall rock were taken to determine their potential 
value, being necessarily mined in an open pit operation.

PROPERTY, LOCATION and ACCESS

The property of Tanda Limited, consists of six unpatented 
claims. Two are located in Faraday Township (numbers EO 219178 and 
EO 219179) occupying the north and south halves of lot 11, concession I. 
The other four claims (EO 219180 to EO 219183) occupy lots 9 and 10 of 
concession XV, Wollaston township. Between the two groups of claims are 
three patented lots (equal to six claims), lots 9, 10 and 11 of concession XVI 
of Wollaston Township also held by Tanda Limited.

The claims, located in the Mining District of Eastern Ontario, 
are shown on plans M 90 and M 159 and were recorded in Toronto on May 28, 
1969.

The property is five miles by road north and east of Coe Hill 
along the Lower Faraday road (3 1/2 miles) and along Ragged Lake road. The 
roads are suitable for cars right into the northern part of the property. Another 
road, less used and somewhat deteriorized follows the southern boundary of 
the property. Any point on the claims can be easily reached with less than 
a mile walk from these roads. An old logging or drill road could be easily 
opened for four wheel drive vehicles for improved access to the centre of the 
property.

TOPOGRAPHY

The topography is generally rolling with little relief. The 
elevation ranges from l, 100 feet to l, 300 feet above sea level. The ridges 
reflect the geology to some extent. Soils range from residual soil to glacial 
debris.
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In the well drained gently sloped areas hardwoods predominate 
with minor areas of thick coniferous vegetation. Swamps cover many of the 
lower and flatter areas. Beaver ponds and swamps occur on the larger streams.

WORK TO-DATE

A considerable amount of work was carried out by A. T. Griffis 
of Toronto and E. H. Island of Colborne, prospecting on conjunction with 
their now patented lands.

In 1957, Rio Tinto Mining Company of Canada optioned the property 
and carried out limited geological and magnetometer surveys on the patented 
ground and the adjacent claims. Seven diamond drill holes, totalling 2, 218 
feet were completed by Rio Tinto Mining Company on the magnetic gabbro lens 
in the patented lands between the two groups.of claims. Drilling on the lens 
in the southern claims has been recommended in a previous report.

REGIONAL GEOLOGY

The area is located within the Precambrian Grenville province. 
Wollaston Township was mapped by the Ontario Department of Mines (D. F. 
Hewitt, 1962).

The rocks underlying the property consist of the Mayo Group of 
metasediments and metavolcanics, cut by igneous intrusives. The Mayo Group 
was folded and metamorphosed during the Grenville orogeny. During the 
late stages of the orogeny, gabbro, diorite, syenite granite and pegmatite 
intruded the Mayo Group rocks.

Mineral occurrences found in the area include iron, copper 
arsenic, talc, mica granite and uranium. Iron and granite have been mined.

The suggested sequence of the rocks found on the property,
starting with the youngest is:

Grey Diabase Dikes
Granite aplite and pegmatite seams and stringers
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Pegmatite dikes 
Granite pluton 
Syenite intrusive 
Gabbro complex

Intrusive contact

Grenville Metasediments and limestones

LOCAL GEOLOGY

The property is situated on the western edge of what is called 
the Umfraville Gabbro. Most of the rock on the property belongs to this 
complex. The gabbro varies irregularly and some facies are difficult to trace 
along strike. Often highly irregular texture and weathering differences cloud 
the distinction of the facies.

Hewitt states that the gabbro is composed of augite and labradorite 
with accessory hornblende, biotite, calcite, magnetite, and apatite. The 
pyroxenite facies is composed mainly of augite with minor plagioclase and 
opaque minerals. Another facies, called a syenite gabbro in previous reports 
was traceable by a minor difference in appearance. This facies was not 
differentiated in the present work. A division according to measure of 
magnetism in the rock specimens assisted by the magnetometer survey results 
was considered more pertinent to the economic interest of the property. In 
some areas the gabbro was noted to be slightly gneissic.

In the northern claims a syenite unit intrudes the gabbro. This 
coarse grained rock is characterized by large pink to grey phenocrysts of 
feldspar that weather high on exposed surfaces. According to Hewitt (1962) 
these are microperthite.

The other unit in the northern claims is a granite, found to the 
northeast. It is predominantly a coarse grained granite with only slight amounts 
of accessory biotite and hornblende. A single fine grained sample was found.

The pegmatite, found at the southern end of the property is generally 
normal granite pegmatite, showing good graphic texture in some places. In 
one place, large tourmaline phenocrysts over two inches long were found.
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In the middle of the property there is a small inclusion of 
limestone which is silicified near the inferred contact with surrounding 
gabbros.

The metasediments of the Mayo Group outcrop to the south- 
east of the southern claim group. The rocks are gneissic with bands of light 
metamorphosed limestone. Irregular small scale folding was seen in some 
outcrops.

A few dikes of a fine grained grey diabase were found. Numerous 
seams and stringers of granite, aplite and pegmatite were found throughout 
the property.

'MAGNETOMETER SURVEY

A detailed magnetometer survey was carried out on all six 
claims. Separate maps were prepared for the two northern and four southern 
claims. The instrument used was the Sharpe Instruments MF-1 Fluxgate 
Magnetometer with a maximum sensitivity of 10 gammas (1/2 division on 
the l, 000 gamma scale). The survey was performed on the dates, May 31st 
to June 4th, 1969 inclusive. The writer operated the magnetometer.

In general the topography is not severe enough to cause
significant distortion. The diurnal variations were minimal on the dates of the 
survey and not significant even to background readings which are around 
3, 000 gammas. Erratic readings are possible as the result of proximity to 
vertical drops, and the presence of highly magnetic drift. For this reason 
single anomalous readings, alone and causing erratic changes in contouring 
can be questioned. In some places just changing from one side of a picket 
to the other can result in a change of up to 2, 000 gammas. Considerable 
changes in overburden occur on the property. Consideration of this and the 
location of vertical drops should enter the evaluation of the results.

In the northern section the magnetic relief is comparatively 
low. There is one significant anomaly. The others are both weak and limited, 
not extending over 400 feet. The largest anomaly is over the northern extension
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of the magnetic lens located in the adjacent patented claims to the south. 
The peak occurs at 500 feet east on line O -f 00 N with 17, 250 gammas. 
The 10, 000 gamma contour follows the western boundary of the claim for 
over l, 200 feet. A swampy area may have limited the eastern extent of this 
anomaly. Although the syenite is on the average less magnetic than the 
gabbro, the contours do not reflect the interpreted contact between the 
two rocks. A broad magnetic low covers an area to the northeast which 
includes the granite.

In the southern claims a very strong anomaly occurs at the 
south end of the property, rising from 10, 000 gammas to 50, 000 gammas in 
200 feet. The 20, 000 gammas contour carries over 800 feet along strike. 
This anomaly is reasonably coincident with a topographic ridge and the inferred 
magnetic gabbro boundary. The 10, 000 gamma contour on line 40 + 00 south 
along strike from the large anomaly has been interpreted as a result of a lower 
grade extension of the magnetic gabbro. Two 10, 000 gamma anomalies on 
lines 44 4 00 S and 48 4- 00 S are enclosed by the same 7, 500 gamma contour 
which extends for over l, 600 feet. This contour correlates well with some 
exposures of relatively highly-magnetic rocks to the northern end. A lower 
grade magnetic lens has been interpreted in part of this anomaly. A similar 
situation occurs on line 32 4- 00 S to the east where another lower grade 
lens has been interpreted. Two more limited anomalies occur on lines 32 + 00 
and 36 + 00 S on the west side of the base line In view of their limited extent 
and poor lead up readings, and the fairly light overburden in the area, they 
were not interpreted as significant.

SAMPLING

In order to get good fresh rock for assay samples it was necessary 
to drill 'and blast many outcrops. Two or three holes were drilled in each 
outcrop although not all were used. Twelve outcrops were sampled on the 
unpatented claims. The blasts broke rock about two to three feet in length 
and up to one foot thick. Hand specimens of each sample were retained as 
part of the rock suite.
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SURVEYING

A transit survey was made of the base lines over their full 
length, tying them into the township boundary. All but one station is marked 
by a painted iron rod in the ground. The rods are accompanied by wooden 
posts in the form of small tree stumps two to three feet high with a wide 
blaze facing the rod, or by a large blaze in a large tree facing the rod. 
Station numbers are marked on the posts. One station is marked on a flat 
outcrop.

Respectfully submitted, 

WATTS, GRIFFIS AND McOUAT LIMITED

Toronto, Ontario
July 24, 1969 Fred J. Twilley
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